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One by one the Righteous Order of Piety
Purists takes over settled planets and colonies, enthralling governments into imprisoning their citizens in a sexless, joyless
existence. Forced into exile, compelled to
form a morally questionable affiliation with
a crime lord, the Dominatrix Lady Cassandra struggles to protect her slaves and clients from the encroaching Pietist threat.
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But liberating a devoted collaborator spirals into a violent confrontation. To protect her allies, Cassandra and her slave
captain Spyder, take the Order’s so-called
representatives into custody. Although
they claim piety and peace, the prisoners’
heavily armed presence aboard Cassandra’s spaceship Truth, endangers both the
crew and the ship.
Pursued by ships equipped with sophisticated tracking equipment and weaponry,
Spyder must use his wits, his crew’s talents, and everything he can demand of
Truth to keep them all alive. Because of
the Pietist’s disproportionate reaction,
Lady Cassandra questions the Order’s priorities and goals. She discovers the roots
of the movement entangled with her own
history and realizes the Pietists will sacrifice anything and anyone to destroy her.
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